
THE SKULL CHECKER SET �ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS-

� �
WHAT YOU'LL NEED: Scissors, Elmer's glue (or a glue stick), a ruler or other straightedge, and 24 pennies
or other small coins. A piece of cardboard or poster board (about 10 inches square) is optional.

GAME BOARD: Begin by cutting out the Left and Right sides of the checker board. The Right section should
overlap the blank red panel on the Left section. Glue the Right section to the red panel on the Left section
and the board is ready to use. If you wish, you may glue the finished board onto a piece of cardboard or
poster board to give it strength.

GAME PIECES: Cut out all 48 checkers. Glue the 24 checkers without jawbones to 24 pennies. Then flip the
pennies over and glue the 24 skulls with jawbones (and glowing eyes) to the opposite sides of the pennies.
When playing, a jawless skull will be a ‘regular’ checker, and flipping it over to show the skull with a jawbone
will indicate a ‘king’.

CHECKER BOX: To help keep from loosing any of the checkers, there’s a handy little storage box. To build
it, start by cutting out the entire piece. Then cut along the 4 white lines beside the gray tabs. Fold the 4 gray
tabs and the 3 blue tabs DOWNWARD. Next fold the 4 side panels and the top panel DOWNWARD along
the green lines. Position the box as shown in Figure1 and glue the gray tabs to the backs of the adjoining
side panels. Then fold the two square blue tabs down over the gray tabs, and glue in place (this will
strengthen the box). Fold the lid forward and tuck the lid’s blue tab into the box to close the box. This
storage box will hold all the checkers so you can store them in a drawer or on a shelf.

And that’s it…you’re ready to PLAY! Start by staring balefully at your opponent as in Figure2. Then smile
viscously as shown in Figure 3. You’re now ready to begin a game. Good Luck!


